This figure illustrates the same clustering analysis performed in figures 1 and 2 in the main text, after inclusion of a random set of other non-CSS/NCBRS DD/ID patients from the same batch as CSS/NCBRS. These new samples are shown using the brown pane and as seen, none are clustered with the CSS/NCBRS groups. The objective here was to show that any observed pattern in these plots is not due to batch effect or a profile existing in all DD/ID cases. This figure illustrates the CDF plot of the consensus matrix for each k (stratified by colors). In any curve of a consensus matrix, the lower left portion represents samples that rarely clustered together, the upper right portion represents those always clustered together, and the middle segment represent those with ambiguous assignments in different iterations. The proportion of ambiguous clustering (PAC) measure is defined as the CDF value of the sample pairs with consensus index=1 minus CDF value for those close to 0 (top right vs. lower left, e.g. 0.1 and 0.9). A low PAC value indicates a flat middle segment and a low rate of discordance across permuted clustering runs. In the figure above, the PAC measure for clustering at k=2 is the smallest (almost zero), suggesting that k=2 is the most optimal cluster count in this analysis.
Supplementary Figure 14-Tracking plot
This figure shows the change in cluster assignments from k=2 to k=10 for every sample. Colors correspond to the colors of the clusters shown in the original clustering plots ( Figures S3-11 ).
Supplementary Figure 18-Cluster consensus plot
This image shows the cluster-consensus value (0-1) for different clusters generated at each k, representing the proportion of times every sample in a cluster was grouped with members of its own cluster in a total of 1,000 clustering iterations. The bar colors correspond to the original cluster colors in Figures S3-11 . High consensus values for each cluster represent higher stability. As seen, only k=2 generates clusters with all consensus values >0.99. The consensus is reduced significantly at k>2.
Supplementary Figure 19 -Re-analysis using five randomly selected CSS1 subjects
To address the question of whether the relatively large CSS1 sample size has resulted in the generation of a more reliable probe list, and thus, lack of distinction across different CSS/NCBRS subtypes. We randomly selected five CSS1 cases and compared them with 30 matched controls, exactly as conducted in the manuscript. The sample size of five was chosen to make the sample count equal to that in CSS3 (five cases and 30 controls). This analysis identified 27 probes which perform equally well as the initial 146 CSS1 probes in placing all BAFopathies into one cluster, indicating that our initial observation of CSS1 having a profile that is shared across all BAFopathies is not influenced by the relatively larger sample size of CSS1.
Supplementary Figure 20 -Re-analysis using five randomly selected NCBRS subjects A similar analysis to that in Supplementary Figure 19 was performed for NCBRS cases. As expected, the identified probe count was reduced to 157 from the initial 365. However, this did not change their performance in the clustering analysis, and similar to the initially identified probes, this experiment clustered controls and CSS1 into one cluster, CSS3 and NCBRS into the other, and split the two CSS4 subjects between the two.
Supplementary Figure 21-Consensus clustering for equal sample sizes of CSS1, CSS3, and NCBRS (5 each)
Using the combination of the identified probes in the analysis of Figures S19 and S20 as well as the 135 probes found in CSS3, a consensus clustering was performed, as explained previously in Figure 3 . This was only conducted for CSS1, CSS3, and NCBRS (n=15, five each) to ensure equal sample sizes in each three categories. The same result as the one in Figure 3 was observed, i.e., CSS3 and NCBRS cases always cluster together, whereas CSS1 generates a completely separate cluster of the two (section A). We next questioned whether this observation could be due to differences in probe counts, since the CSS3 and NCBRS have ~150 probes, whereas CSS1 has only 27. To control for this, we selected the top 150 probes sorted by p-value from the comparison of 5 CSS1 cases and 30 controls, and re-performed the analysis (section B). The same observation was noted, indicating that the similarity observed between CSS3 and NCBRS is not related to probe count or the sample size of the three subtypes.
Supplementary Figure 22-DMRs differentially methylated in CSS3
The figure shows a total of 30 DMRs found to be differentially methylated in CSS cases compared to controls. The box plots represent the distribution of median methylation values across all of the probes mapping to each region stratified by the molecular class, i.e., Controls, CSS1, CSS4, CSS3, and NCBRS. These regions are detected in the comparison between CSS3 and controls; however, the majority of these regions in other CSS/NCBRS groups tend to show methylation values in the middle of a spectrum between controls and CSS3.Centre line: median of regional methylation levels across samples; Lower and upper bounds: first and third quartiles; Whiskers: Interquartile ranges
